Devonport Business Association Wins Travelwise Choices Award

Congratulations to Devonport Business Association who are being recognised for their
PARK(ing) Day event by winning the Event of the Year Award in Auckland Transport’s 2020
Travelwise Choices Awards.
PARK(ing) Day is celebrated worldwide in September each year and aims to demonstrate
creative alternatives to storing cars in parking spaces and highlight a new paradigm in
urbanism. Devonport’s first foray into celebrating PARK(ing) Day was spearheaded by Ken
Davis in 2018 as part of the New Zealand Institute of Architects annual “NZ Festival of
Architecture” event. It proved a popular community event and resulted in an 8% spike in
sales in Devonport that day compared to previous Fridays in September.
Building on this success, the Devonport Business Association took over running the event
last year. It proved to be an equally fun and successful event with more than 20 local
businesses and community organisations participating in converting parking spaces into fun
and functional zones made up of a pop-up yoga studio, a bike repair stop, a skateboard
parklet, recycling parklet and a mini animal farm.
This event succeeded in highlighting the environmental sustainability of
the local town centre while simultaneously stimulating the local economy. The Awards
judges were impressed with the impact of the event, how it mobilized the community and
rethinks how we are using public space in Auckland.
The 2020 Travelwise Choices Awards includes 9 award categories recognising the efforts of
businesses, communities and individuals to encourage sustainable travel. The winners all
share a genuine desire to help make Auckland a world-class city through their transport
initiatives. Other winners include Mercury Energy, based in Parnell who wins the Initiative of
the Year Award for their outstanding “Kissing Oil Goodbye” campaign aimed at switching
transport to electric. Newmarket based Xero wins the Flexible Future Award for their truly
holistic approach to flexibility in the workplace. And for their work in bringing e-biking to the
city, the Innovative Thinker Award is awarded to Big Street Bikers in the Wynyard Quarter.
Sustainable Mobility Manager at Auckland Transport, Cliff Wilton says “Congratulations to
all the winners. There are so many people doing amazing things across Auckland to reduce

the number of cars on the roads, and these awards are a great opportunity for us to give the
recognition that these groups and organisations deserve”.
Check out all the winners at at.govt.nz/twchoicesawards
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